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The Meadows family is a very happy family. Each one of
its members has different but very special strengths.
Mr Meadows is a kind and loving father and
Mrs Meadows is a very sweet and playful mother. Ania
Meadows is a six- year-old girl. She always surprises
everybody with her honest and funny answers. She is a
very curious and creative girl. On the other hand, her
little brother Ari is a
four-year-old, full of energy, brave and determined. When
he has a goal, he will always try his best to achieve it.
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Today is Saturday, Ania and Ari have all day to
play. Both are very excited and have different
projects in mind for spending a wonderful day. Ania
is going to build an enormous castle for her dolls.
Ari, has different plans. He found and empty box in
the garage and he is going to transform it into a
magical super spaceship to fly to the moon.
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While Ania was building her awesome castle, Ari
was cutting the pieces of his super spaceship. They
were both very happy when…
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Ari approached Ania to borrow her favorite colored pencils to colour his Moon adventurer 1’ spaceship. He
said: “Ania can I borrow your colour pencils to coat my
spacecraft and protect it from meteors?”. Ania looked at
him and said, “No, you are never, never, never careful, so no Ari. You can´t have them. They are mine,
only mine. Last year you broke my favorite crayons.”
Ari started sobbing, “Please Ania, please. I need them to
finish my magnificent spaceship.” Ania gave him the
same stare their mother always gave them when they
were in trouble, and took her colored pencils away.
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Ania felt very angry with her little brother so she decided
to go into her room, leaving the teary boy behind. When
she entered her room, Ania noticed that her imaginary
friend, Shuray-the lion, was there and his face was as red
as a tomato and he was knitting his big brows. “What is
going on Shuray?” asked Ania surprised by her friend´s
red face. “Elsi the peacock won´t share with me the
shadow of the tree and I´m hot and she won´t move!”
said Shuray with a very angry voice. “I think, I´m going
to explode Ania. I want to break Elsi´s little house into
pieces. Oh yes! I will break it!” said Shuray almost
turning purple.
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Ania smartly thought of helping her friend using her
humour and providing funny possible scenarios to his
response of breaking Elsi the peacock´s house. She said to
Shuray, “Oh, I see, you want to break Elsi´s little house
to build your own tree,” Shuray was confused by Ania´s
response.
Ania said again, “Or maybe, you want to build a boat
from Elsi´s little house pieces, so you can sail away when
she tries to bite your tail, after she discovers what you´ve
done,” Ania continued giggling and caressing Shuray´s
frown, “Or maybe you want to destroy Elsi´s little house
to make a plane to fly high and find your own new tree
with a much better shadow?”
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Shuray finally saw how silly his reaction to Elsi´s
behavior was and started laughing and crying at the
same time. He said, “I just feel sad, because she
doesn´t want to share, but you are right. Why would
I want to destroy her little house. It does not make any
sense!” he said giggling. “Can you help me Ania to
convince Elsi to share the shadow of the tree?” Ania
hugged Shuray and said, “Yes of course… but wait a
minute, I need to do something first.”
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Ania thought Ari probably felt the same way as Shuray
and that he might try to destroy her beautiful castle.
She entered the playroom and discovered little Ari
looking at her castle suspiciously. She looked at him
And said: “You are older now little brother, I will
lend you my favorite colored pencils for you to finish
your incredible spaceship with the only condition that I
will be one of your passengers on your trip to the
moon.” Ari nodded happily and hugged his sister with
his little arms. Ania started tickling him and making
funny faces. They both laughed all afternoon.
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Ania helped Shuray and Elsi to make an agreement
about the shadow of the tree and after that, they all
jumped into Ari´s spaceship and flew to the moon.
The end

